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Offshore Energy Industry
- Sharing knowledge
- Accelerate the energy transition

Empowering Engineering Excellence
Transition

-280,000

+310,000
Lifelong learning
Three pilars

- Lifting the baseline
- Drilling deeper
- Forum
DOB-Academy

Academy

De Oude Bibliotheek

Lab

Studio

Facilities
Hands on experience
Our courses

Education
Research
Industry

UNDERSTAND
EXPERIENCE
EMPOWER
Our courses

- Offshore wind basics
- Introduction to oil and gas
- Offshore wind transport and logistics
- Introduction offshore wind finance
- Offshore wind farm design
- Introduction offshore wind
- Introduction offshore safety
- Offshore wind operation and maintenance
- Introduction to contracting in offshore wind
- Offshore wind project development
Tailor made project

TenneT

Rijkswaterstaat

Smulders

RVO

ATLAS Professionals

Shell

Tailor & in-house
DOB-Academy involvement in education

• DOB on tour
• MBA offshore wind

• Liaison with vocational education in Vlissing (near Borssele wind farm)
• Support and promote wind energy education
• Support MBO and HBO polytechnics schools
Teach the teacher
International projects

- Shanghai Electric - China
- Novawind - Russia
- Nippon Foundation - Japan
- WindThink - Turkey
- Kajima Corporation - Japan
Expanding to Japan!